Martin Luther King: a martyr for peace
"For a quarter of a century, Bill Pepper conducted an
independent investigation of the assassination of Martin
Luther King, Jr. He opened his files to our family,
encouraged us to speak with the witnesses, and represented
our family in the civil trial against the conspirators. The
jury affirmed his findings, providing our family with a
long-sought sense of closure and peace, which had been
denied by official disinformation and cover-ups. Now the
findings of his exhaustive investigation and additional
revelations from the trial are presented in the pages of this
important book. We recommend it highly to everyone
who seeks the truth about Dr.
King's assassination."
-- Coretta Scott King
“Dr Pepper, a trusted
associate of my father in
the anti-war movement
and a dedicated follower
of his teaching, has
conducted exhaustive
research and shed new light
on all of the critical questions
including the extent of the
involvement of government
intelligence agencies, military units and organized crime in
the assassination, the motives behind it, and the individuals
who ordered and participated in it.” – Dexter King
"After the American University address, John Kennedy and
Nikita Krushchev began to act like competitors in peace. They
were both turning. However, Kennedy's rejection of Cold War
politics was considered treasonous by forces in his own
government. In that context, which Kennedy knew well, the
American University address was a profile in courage with lethal
consequences. President Kennedy's June 10, 1963 call

for an end to the Cold War, five and one-half months
before his assassination, anticipates Dr. King's courage
in his April 4, 1967, Riverside Church address calling
for an end to the Vietnam War, exactly one year before
his assassination. Each of those transforming speeches was a

prophetic statement provoking the reward a prophet traditionally
receives. John Kennedy's American University address was to
his death in Dallas as Martin Luther King's Riverside Church
address was to his death in Memphis."

-- James Douglass, “JFK and the Unspeakable: why he
died and why it matters” Douglass was the only writer to
attend the entire King family lawsuit in Memphis against the
Federal, State and local governments.

for further reading:
www.ctka.net/pr500-king.html
www.oilempire.us/mlk.html
www.politicalassassinations.com
www.ratical.org/ratville/JFK/MLKactOstate.html

An Act of State:
the execution of Martin Luther King, Jr.
by William Pepper www.actofstate.org
versobooks.com/books/313-313-an-act-of-state

William Pepper was a young
journalist, just back from
Vietnam, when he first met
Martin Luther King Jr. His
photographs and first-hand
accounts of the war prompted
King’s unflinching
commitment to oppose it ....
On April 4 1968, Martin Luther
King was in Memphis supporting a workers' strike. By
nightfall, army snipers were in position, military officers
were on a nearby roof with cameras, and Lloyd Jowers had
been paid to remove the gun after the fatal shot was fired.
When the dust had settled, King had been hit and a cleanup operation was set in motion-James Earl Ray was
framed, the crime scene was destroyed, and witnesses were
killed. William Pepper, attorney and friend of King, has
conducted a thirty-year investigation into his assassination.
In 1999, Lloyd Jowers and other co-conspirators were
brought to trial in a civil action suit on behalf of the King
family. Seventy witnesses set out the details of a
conspiracy that involved J. Edgar Hoover and the FBI,
Richard Helms and the CIA, the military, Memphis police,
and organized crime. The jury took an hour to find for the
King family. In An Act of State, you finally have the truth
before you-how the US government shut down a
movement for social change by stopping its leader dead
in his tracks.
“In 1977 the family of Martin Luther King engaged an
attorney and friend, Dr. William Pepper, to investigate a
suspicion they had. They no longer believed that James
Earl Ray was the killer. For their peace of mind, for an
accurate record of history, and out of a sense of justice they
conducted a two decade long investigation. The evidence
they uncovered was put before a jury in Memphis, TN, in
November 1999. 70 witnesses testified under oath, 4,000
pages of transcripts described that evidence, much of it
new. It took the jury 59 minutes to come back with their
decision that exonerated James Earl Ray, who had already
died in prison. The jury found that Lloyd Jowers, owner of
Jim’s Grill, had participated in a conspiracy to kill King.
The evidence showed that the conspiracy included J.
Edgar Hoover and the FBI, Richard Helms and the
CIA, the military, the Memphis police department, and
organized crime.”

